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Abstract
Strings with don’t care symbols, also called partial words, and more general indeterminate strings
are a natural representation of strings containing uncertain symbols. A considerable effort has
been made to obtain efficient algorithms for pattern matching and periodicity detection in such
strings. Among those, a number of algorithms have been proposed that behave well on random
data, but still their worst-case running time is Θ(n2). We present the first truly subquadratic-
time solutions for a number of such problems on partial words. We show that n longest common
compatible prefix queries (which correspond to longest common extension queries in regular
strings) can be answered on-line in O(n√n logn) time after O(n√n logn)-time preprocessing. We
also present O(n√n logn)-time algorithms for computing the prefix array and two types of border
array of a partial word. We show how our solutions can be adapted to indeterminate strings over
a constant-sized alphabet and prove that, unless the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis is false,
the considered problems cannot be solved efficiently over a general alphabet.
1998 ACM Subject Classification F.2.2 Nonnumerical Algorithms and Problems
Keywords and phrases string with don’t cares, partial word, indeterminate string, longest com-
mon conservative prefix queries, prefix array
Digital Object Identifier 10.4230/LIPIcs.CPM.2016.8
1 Introduction
In this work we deal with different representations of sequential data with uncertainty and
imprecision. An (ideal) text is a sequence of symbols from an alphabet Σ. The symbols at
some positions may be unknown; in this case they are represented by a don’t care symbol
(sometimes called a hole and denoted as ) and the resulting sequence is called a partial word.
In a more general variant, for some positions, instead of a single character from Σ or a hole,
a subset of Σ is specified, thus representing a symbol which can be decoded in a number of
ways. The presence of such generalised symbols results in a so-called indeterminate string
(also called a degenerate string).
Our main goal here is to develop worst-case efficient algorithms for different variants
of pattern matching problem and periodicities detection in the context of strings with
uncertainty. The classical pattern matching problem consists in finding all fragments of a
given text that match a given pattern. In the presence of uncertainty one needs to specify
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the relation of matching (denoted by ≈): a don’t care symbol matches every other symbol,
and a generalised symbol matches every symbol that belongs to the set represented by it
(in particular, two generalised symbols match if their sets have a common element). The
pattern matching problem is well-studied in the case of partial words [14, 21, 22, 9, 8]. Also
if the pattern is an indeterminate string and the text is a regular string, then worst-case
efficient [2] or practically efficient [26, 17, 24] algorithms are known.
One of the variants of the pattern matching problem in strings with uncertainty are
longest common compatible prefix queries (lccp-queries), being a natural generalisation of
longest common prefix queries in a regular string. Here we are to preprocess a text of length
n with uncertain symbols so that the queries for longest matching prefix of any two suffixes
of the text can be answered efficiently. They were first defined in [6], where a solution for
partial words was presented with O(n2) preprocessing time and O(1) query time for the case
of a constant-sized alphabet. A solution with the same complexity for a linearly-sortable
alphabet, which works more efficiently in the case that the number of blocks of don’t cares in
the text is bounded, was shown in [11]. A connected notion is that of a prefix array, which
stores the answers to the longest common compatible prefix queries between the whole text
and all its suffixes. Its O(n2) worst-case time (and O(n) average time) computation for
partial words was shown in [18] and for indeterminate strings in [23]. Further combinatorial
insights on the prefix array of an indeterminate string have been recently presented in [3, 7].
The basic array of periodicity on strings is the border array. It stores, for every prefix of
a string, the length of its longest proper border. Its importance stems from applications in
pattern matching algorithms and connections with the set of periods of a string; see [10, 13].
There are two different definitions of border on strings with uncertainty; see [16, 23]. A
quantum border of an uncertain string X is its prefix that matches its suffix. The main
weakness of this definition is that if X has a quantum border of length b, there does not
necessarily need to exist a solid string S matching X and having a border of length b. For
example, this is the case for X = a  b which has a quantum border of length 2: a  ≈  b;
however, none of the strings aab, abb has a border of this length. Therefore, one could be
interested in so-called deterministic borders: a deterministic border of an uncertain text is
defined as a border of some regular string that matches this text. As in the case of regular
strings, quantum and deterministic borders correspond to quantum and deterministic periods
of uncertain texts (the definitions are deferred until Section 2) and thus allow periodicity
detection. Quantum periods are also called weak periods and deterministic periods are
also called strong periods [5]. Both variants of the border array for a partial word or an
indeterminate string can be computed in O(n2) worst-case time and O(n) average time;
see [18, 16].
Our Results. In Section 3 we show that, for a partial word of length n, for any q ∈ {1, . . . , n}
one can compute in O(n2 logn/q) time a data structure for answering lccp-queries in O(q)
time. In particular, one can answer n such queries in a partial word in O(n√n logn) time.
In Section 4 we present a construction of the prefix array and both types of a border array –
hence, the corresponding types of period array – in the same time complexity. Finally in
Section 5 we show that all these results (apart from the deterministic border/period array
computation) extend to indeterminate strings over a constant-sized alphabet. Under the
word-RAM model the complexities improve by a factor of
√
logn. We also argue that, under
the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis, none of the considered problems can be solved on
indeterminate strings in O(n2−σO(1)) time over an alphabet of size σ, for  > 0.
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2 Preliminaries
A string S of length n = |S| is a sequence of n letters over a finite alphabet Σ. The letter
at the position i, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is denoted as S[i]. The size of the alphabet is denoted by
σ = |Σ|. By S[i..j] we denote a factor of S equal to S[i] . . . S[j] (if i > j then it is the empty
string ε). The factor is called a prefix if i = 1 and a suffix if j = n. The length of the longest
common prefix of S[i..n] and S[j..n] is denoted as lcp(i, j).
If S[1..b] = S[n− b+ 1..n] then the string S[1..b] is called a border of S. A positive integer
p ≤ n is called a period of S if S[i] = S[i+ p] for all i = 1, . . . , n− p. It is known that S has
a period p if and only if it has a border of length n− p [10, 13].
For a string S we define the following arrays of length n:
prefix array pi, such that pi[i] = lcp(1, i) for i ≥ 2;
border array B, such that B[i] is the length of the longest border of S[1..i];
period array P , such that P [i] is the shortest period of S[1..i].
A partial word X of length n = |X| is a sequence of elements X[1], . . . , X[n] from Σ∪{}.
Here  6∈ Σ is a special character called a don’t care symbol. Two characters a, b ∈ Σ ∪ {}
are said to match (denoted as a ≈ b) if a = b or a = , or b = . The ≈-relation is extended
to partial words position by position. Note that ≈ is not transitive; for instance, a ≈  and
 ≈ b, but a 6≈ b.
We define a factor of X as a partial word X[i..j] = X[i] . . . X[j] (if i > j then it is the
empty partial word). A factor is called a prefix if i = 1 and a suffix if j = n. The length
of the longest common conservative prefix at positions i and j, denoted as lccp(i, j), is the
greatest integer k such that X[i..i+ k− 1] ≈ X[j..j + k− 1]. Then the prefix array pi[2..n] of
X is defined as pi[i] = lccp(1, i).
A quantum border of a partial word X is an integer b ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that X[1..b] ≈
X[n− b+ 1..n]. A quantum period of X is an integer p ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that X[i] ≈ X[i+p]
for all i = 1, . . . , n− p. Those two notions correspond, i.e., if X has quantum period p then
it has a quantum border n− p and vice versa; see [23]. A deterministic border (deterministic
period) of X is an integer b (p, respectively) such that there exists a string S such that
S ≈ X and S has a border of length b (a period p, respectively). Here, obviously, we have
that if p is a deterministic period of X, then n− p is a deterministic border of X and vice
versa. Up to the length n2 quantum and deterministic borders of a partial word are the
same [16]. However, as we have mentioned before, this does not apply to greater lengths.
For partial words we have the following alternative definition of a deterministic period.
I Observation 1. A positive integer p is a deterministic period of a partial word X if and
only if X[i] ≈ X[j] whenever p | i− j.
I Example 2. The partial word
a b a    a  a a
has six quantum periods: 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10. For example, 2 is a quantum period because
a b ≈ a  ≈   ≈ a  ≈ a a.
However, this partial word has only four deterministic periods 3, 6, 9, 10, all corresponding
to the solid string
aba aba aba a.
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As in the case of regular strings, we introduce the border arrays and the period arrays for
partial words. By QB[i], QP [i], DB[i], and DP [i] we denote the longest quantum border,
shortest quantum period, longest deterministic border, and shortest deterministic period
of X[1..i]. As we have already mentioned, for every i it holds that QP [i] = i−QB[i] and
DP [i] = i−DB[i].
I Example 3. The following table presents the prefix array and the border arrays of two
types of an example partial word.
X[i] a  a  b a b b b 
pi[i] – 4 2 5 0 2 0 0 0 1
QB[i] 0 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 0 1
DB[i] 0 1 2 3 2 3 2 0 0 1
We say that a pattern P occurs in a text T , both being partial words, at position i
if P ≈ T [i..i + |P | − 1]. Pattern matching on partial words can be done efficiently via
convolutions. A line of research lead through alphabet-dependent algorithms and randomized
algorithms [14, 21, 22] eventually to an efficient deterministic algorithm; see [9, 8].
I Fact 4. Given two partial words P and T of length m and n, respectively, one can find all
occurrences of P in T in O(n logm) time.
3 Longest Common Compatible Prefix Queries
Let X be a partial word of length n. In this section we show how to answer lccp-queries for X
in O(q) time after O(n2 logn/q)-time preprocessing, for any q ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In the solution
we use a dynamic programming approach combined with pattern matching in partial words.
Let us define a family of partial words Xi = X[(i− 1)q + 1..iq] for i = 1, . . . , bn/qc. Let
the array A[i, j] for i = 1, . . . , bn/qc and j = 1, . . . , n− q+ 1 be defined as follows: A[i, j] = 1
if Xi ≈ X[j..j + q − 1], and A[i, j] = 0 otherwise.
I Observation 5. The array A can be computed in O(n2 lognq ) time.
Proof. Computation of the array is equivalent to pattern matching of each Xi in X. The
time complexity follows from Fact 4. J
Let the array L for i = 1, . . . , bn/qc and j = 1, . . . , n− q + 1 be defined as follows:
L[i, j] = max{k ≥ 0 : Xi . . . Xi+k−1 ≈ X[j..j + kq − 1]}.
I Lemma 6. The array L can be computed from the array A in O(n2q ) time.
Proof. We compute L[i, j] for decreasing values of i and j using a dynamic programming
approach. Assume that if i > bn/qc or j > n− q + 1, then L[i, j] = 0. For i = bn/qc , . . . , 1
and j = n − q + 1, . . . , 1, if A[i, j] = 1, then L[i, j] = L[i + 1, j + q] + 1, and otherwise
L[i, j] = 0. J
We answer lccp-queries using the array L. In the query algorithm we use a simple bounded
lccp routine (denoted as blccp) that for a pair of indices i, j and a length parameter ` returns
min(lccp(i, j), `).
I Observation 7. blccp(i, j, `) for any i, j, ` can be computed in O(`) time.
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function lccp(i, j)
k := bi/qc; ` := kq − i+ 1;
x := blccp(i, j, `);
if x < ` then return x;
y := L[k + 1, j + x] · q;
z := blccp(i+ x+ y, j + x+ y, q);
return x+ y + z;
Figure 1 Function lccp(i, j).
X
i
x y z
kq
`
X
j
Figure 2 A schematic illustration of the algorithm answering an lccp(i, j)-query. For simplicity
the partial word X is depicted twice; the upper copy is divided into fragments of length q. The
result of the query is shown in bold.
I Lemma 8. Knowing the array L for the partial word X, one can compute lccp(i, j) for
any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} in O(q) time.
Proof. The lccp(i, j) query is answered by the algorithm from the pseudocode in Figure 1.
First, we find the smallest ` such that i+ ` ≡ 1 (mod q). We start with an lccp-query from i
and j bounded by ` (part x). If the bound is attained, we read the remaining lccp length
up to a multiple of q from the array L (part y). The remainder of the result modulo q is
computed using a final blccp query (part z); see also Figure 2.
The only non-constant-time operations are two blccp-queries, which can be answered in
O(q) time each by Observation 7. J
I Theorem 9. Let X be a partial word of length n and q ∈ {1, . . . , n} be an integer. After
O(n2 logn/q)-time and O(n2/q)-space preprocessing one can answer lccp-queries for X in
O(q) time.
Proof. We use Observation 5 and Lemma 6 for the construction of the data structure and
the algorithm of Lemma 8 for answering lccp-queries. J
4 Computing Periodicity Arrays
The prefix array of a partial word can be computed via n lccp-queries. By selecting q =⌊√
n logn
⌋
in Theorem 9, we obtain O(n√n logn)-time computation of the array. The space
usage of this algorithm is O(n√n/ logn). However, we can obtain better space complexity if
we refrain from storing the whole array L.
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I Corollary 10. The prefix array of a partial word of length n can be computed in O(n√n logn)
time and O(n) space.
Proof. Consider the array L from the algorithm of Theorem 9. To compute the array pi, it
suffices to store the values `j = L[1, j] for j = 2, . . . , n (assuming L[1, j] = 0 for j > n−q+1).
Then
pi[j] = `j · q + blccp(1 + `j · q, j + `j · q, q),
which can be computed in O(q) time.
The values `j can be computed with only linear space. Probably the simplest approach is
to perform subsequent matching in X of bn/qc partial word patterns of the form X1 . . . Xi
for i = 1, . . . , bn/qc. Then as `j we store the greatest index i such that X1 . . . Xi occurs at
the position j in X.
By Fact 4, the aforementioned computation of `j-values takesO(n2 logn/q) time. Knowing
those values, we can compute all pi[j] in O(nq) time. We select q = √n logn and obtain an
O(n√n logn)-time algorithm. It requires only linear space. J
In the case of solid strings one can compute the border array from the prefix array in
linear time; see [10, 13]. For partial words we can apply a similar approach to compute the
quantum border array. Assume pi[n+ 1] = 0. We use the following combinatorial observation.
I Observation 11. p is a quantum period of X[1..i] if and only if p ≤ i ≤ p+ pi[p+ 1].
Proof.
(⇒) Assume that p is a quantum period of X[1..i]. Then i − p is a quantum border of
X[1..i], X[1..i− p] ≈ X[p+ 1..i]. Hence, pi[p+ 1] ≥ i− p, i.e., i ≤ p+ pi[p+ 1]. Obviously,
p ≤ i.
(⇐) We have X[1..pi[p + 1]] ≈ X[p + 1..p + 1 + pi[p + 1] − 1]. As p ≤ i ≤ p + pi[p + 1] =
p+ 1 + pi[p+ 1]− 1, this concludes that X[1..i− p] ≈ X[p+ 1..i]. Hence, i− p is a quantum
border of X[1..i], so p is a quantum period of X[1..i]. J
I Lemma 12. The quantum border array and the quantum period array of a partial word of
length n can be computed in O(n) time given its prefix array.
Proof. We focus on computing the array QP [i]; the array QB[i] can then be computed in
O(n) time. The algorithm is shown in Figure 3.
In the algorithm we store the last index l for which QP [l] has been computed. For every
p ∈ {1, . . . , n} we set the value of the quantum period to p for positions determined by
Observation 11, taking care not to override the previously computed values. As each position
in QP is set at most once, the algorithm runs in linear time. J
Let us proceed to the computation of deterministic border and period arrays. We will
use the following characterisation of a deterministic period of a partial word in terms of its
quantum periods, which is a consequence of Observation 1.
I Observation 13. A partial word X has a deterministic period p if and only if it has all
quantum periods jp for 1 ≤ j ≤ np .
Let us define
Ik(p) = [kp, (k + 1)p), Mk(p) = min
j=1,...,k
(jp+ pi[jp+ 1]).
We combine Observation 11 with Observation 13 to obtain the following criterion.
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function Compute-QP (X,n)
{ Assume pi[n+ 1] = 0 }
l := 0;
for p := 1 to n do
for i := max(p, l + 1) to p+ pi[p+ 1] do
QP [i] := p;
l := max(l, p+ pi[p+ 1]);
return QP ;
Figure 3 Algorithm computing the quantum period array.
I Observation 14. If i ∈ Ik(p), then X[1..i] has a deterministic period p if and only if
i ≤Mk(p).
Using Observation 14 we obtain the following result.
I Lemma 15. The deterministic border array and the deterministic period array of a partial
word X can be computed in O(n logn) time and O(n) space given its prefix array.
Proof. First we compute, for every p ∈ {1, . . . , n}, an interval I(p) such that i ∈ I(p) if
and only if X[1..i] has a deterministic period p. For this, notice that the intervals Ik(p) for
k = 1, . . . ,
⌊
n
p
⌋
are pairwise disjoint, their left endpoints are monotonically increasing, whereas
the values Mk(p) for k = 1, . . . ,
⌊
n
p
⌋
are monotonically non-increasing. By Observation 14,
we have Ik(p) ⊆ I(p) as long as Mk(p) ≥ (k + 1)p − 1. The last interval included in I(p)
is Ik(p) ∩ [1,Mk(p)] for the smallest k such that Mk(p) < (k + 1)p − 1, if such a value of
k exists. The computation of I(p) takes O(np ) time, which gives O
(∑n
p=1
n
p
)
= O(n logn)
time in total.
The final step consists in computing the smallest deterministic period of each X[1..i].
This is equivalent to the min-variant of the Manhattan skyline problem: for a family of
intervals I(p) with heights p we are to compute, for every i, the smallest height of an interval
that covers it. Using the linear-time nested union/find data structure [15] this problem can
be solved in O(n) time (see also Section 5.1 in [12]). J
We plug Corollary 10 into Lemmas 12 and 15 to arrive at the following final result.
I Theorem 16. The prefix array, the quantum border array, the quantum period array, the
deterministic border array, and the deterministic period array of a partial word of length n
can all be computed in O(n√n logn) time and O(n) space.
I Remark. In [18] it is mentioned that all quantum periods/borders of the whole partial word
can be computed via a single run of pattern matching, i.e., in O(n logn) time. Therefore, by
Observation 13, all deterministic periods (hence, borders) of the whole partial word can also
be computed in O
(∑n
p=1
n
p
)
= O(n logn) time (and linear space).
5 The Case of Constant Alphabet and Indeterminate Strings
An indeterminate string X of length |X| = n over an alphabet Σ of size σ is a sequence
of nonempty sets X[1], . . . , X[n] with X[i] ⊆ Σ. Two subsets A, B of Σ are said to match
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(denoted as A ≈ B) if they contain at least one letter in common. Under this matching
relation one can transfer all notions of pattern matching and periodicity from partial words
to indeterminate strings [16, 23]. In this section we show that the majority of the results from
the previous sections extend to indeterminate strings over a constant-sized alphabet. Due
to large constants hidden in the time complexities, the resulting algorithms are plausible in
practice only for a small σ. The most common alphabet over which indeterminate strings are
considered is Σ = {A, C, G, T}. Such indeterminate strings occur, e.g., in the FASTA format.
In the data structure of Section 3 we used an efficient pattern matching routine on partial
words. The state-of-the-art algorithm for pattern matching on indeterminate strings works in
O(σn logn) time or in O(n√n logn) time [2], however, only if the text is a regular string. If
both the pattern and the text are indeterminate, we obtain an efficient solution for σ = O(1).
I Lemma 17. Given two indeterminate strings P and T of length m and n, respectively,
over a constant-sized alphabet, one can find all occurrences of P in T in O(n logm) time.
Proof. For every A ⊆ Σ we perform the following procedure. Construct a binary string P ′ of
length m such that P ′[i] = 1 if and only if P [i] = A. Construct a binary string T ′ of length
n such that T ′[i] = 1 if and only if the sets T [i] and A are disjoint. Use an FFT convolution
to count, for every alignment of P ′ and T ′, the number of common 1s at the corresponding
positions of P ′ and a factor of T ′.
In the end we report all alignments for which no common 1 was found in any of the steps.
The algorithm works in 2σ steps, each taking O(n logm) time. J
Another building block of the lccp data structure are the blccp queries. For indeterminate
strings with σ = O(1) they can be implemented in O(`) time just as in Observation 7. We
can also answer them slightly faster using standard properties of the word-RAM model.
I Fact 18. For an indeterminate string X of length n over an alphabet of size σ = O(1),
after O(n)-time and space preprocessing one can compute blccp(i, j, `) in O(`/ logn) time.
Proof. Consider any  > 0. Let c = (2 + )σ and L = max
(⌊
logn
c
⌋
, 1
)
. The number of
indeterminate strings of length L over the alphabet of size σ is:
2σL ≤ 2 σ logn(2+)σ = n 12+ < √n,
so each of them can be assigned an integer identifier between 1 and b√nc. For every pair of
indeterminate strings of length L we precompute their lccp. There are 22Lσ such pairs, and
the result for each of them can be computed in O(L) time. All the results can be stored in
an array of size 22Lσ. In total this precomputation takes
O(22LσL) = O(n 11+/2 logn) = o(n)
time.
For every factor of X of length L we then compute its integer identifier. This can be
done in O(n) time if the identifiers are determined by Rabin-Karp-style polynomials with
the rolling property; see [13]. Finally a blccp(i, j, `) query is answered by cutting the factors
of length ` into factors of length L and using the precomputed answers. J
I Remark. For a partial word over a constant-sized alphabet a much better constant
c = (2 + ) log(σ + 1) would suffice.
Using Lemma 17 and Fact 18 we obtain an implementation of lccp-queries on indeterminate
strings.
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I Theorem 19. Let X be an indeterminate string of length n over a constant-sized alphabet
and q ∈ {1, . . . , bn/ lognc} be an integer. After O(n2/q)-time preprocessing one can answer
lccp-queries for X in O(q) time.
Now the computation of the prefix array and quantum border/period array is the same
as in partial words. However, the computation of the deterministic border and period array
does not generalise, since Observation 1, and consequently Observation 13, does not hold
for indeterminate strings. For example, consider an indeterminate string X of length 3 over
Σ = {a, b, c} such that X[1] = {a, b}, X[2] = {a, c}, X[3] = {b, c}. It has a quantum period
1 and X[1] ≈ X[2] ≈ X[3] ≈ X[1]. However, it does not have a deterministic period 1 since
there is no s ∈ Σ that would match X[1], X[2], and X[3] simultaneously. Therefore we obtain
only the following result for indeterminate strings.
I Corollary 20. The prefix array, the quantum border array, and the quantum period array
of an indeterminate string of length n over a constant-sized alphabet can be computed in
O(n√n) time and O(n) space.
The time complexities of the algorithms of Corollary 20 have exponential dependency on
the alphabet size σ. We will now show that, under some well-known hypotheses, no truly
subquadratic algorithms with polynomial dependency on σ exist for any of the considered
problems.
The Orthogonal Vectors Problem is defined as follows: given two sets A and B containing
N vectors from {0, 1}d each, does there exist a pair of vectors α ∈ A and β ∈ B that is
orthogonal, i.e.,
∑d
h=1 α[h]β[h] = 0? The following conjecture is known to be implied (see
[25]) by the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH), see [19, 20], which asserts that for
any  > 0 there is an integer k > 3 such that k-SAT cannot be solved in 2(1−)n time. This
conjecture has already been applied to prove hardness results of stringology problems [1, 4].
I Conjecture 21. There is no  > 0 and an algorithm that solves the Orthogonal Vectors
Problem in O(N2− · dO(1)) time.
We will show that, under this conjecture, pattern matching on indeterminate strings
of length n and 2n, respectively, both over an alphabet of size σ, cannot be solved in
O(n2− · σO(1)) time.
I Theorem 22. The Orthogonal Vectors Problem can be reduced to pattern matching of an
indeterminate pattern of length n in an indeterminate text of length 2n, where n = N , over
an alphabet of size σ = d.
Proof. Let A = {α1, . . . , αN} and B = {β1, . . . , βN} be the two sets of vectors in {0, 1}d.
Consider an alphabet Σ = {1, . . . , σ}. For a vector α ∈ {0, 1}d, by f(α) we denote the
subset of Σ defined as: s ∈ f(α)⇔ α[s] = 1. Under this mapping, two vectors α and β are
orthogonal if and only if the sets f(α) and f(β) are disjoint, i.e., the indeterminate symbols
f(α) and f(β) do not match.
We construct an indeterminate pattern P = f(α1) . . . f(αN ) and an indeterminate text
T = f(β1) . . . f(βN )f(β1) . . . f(βN ). Then the Orthogonal Vectors Problem for the sets A
and B has a positive answer if and only if P does not occur in T at any of the positions
1, . . . , n. J
Let P and T be the indeterminate pattern and text of Theorem 22 and S be the
concatenation of P and T . As the pattern matching can be solved by computing the prefix
array of S or any of the border arrays of S, or answering n lccp-queries in S, we obtain the
following conditional lower bound.
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I Corollary 23. The prefix array and any of the border arrays of an indeterminate string of
length n cannot be computed in O(n2− · σO(1)) time unless SETH fails. Also the problem
of answering n lccp-queries in an indeterminate string of length n cannot be solved in
O(n2− · σO(1)) time unless SETH fails.
6 Conclusions and Final Remarks
We have presented a worst-case efficient framework for answering longest common compatible
prefix queries in a partial word. We have then shown how we can compute the prefix array
and two types of border/period arrays of a partial word basically as fast as answering n
lccp-queries. In some cases lccp-queries can be answered faster than using our approach –
e.g., if the number of don’t care symbols is small or the number of groups of consecutive
don’t care symbols is small, see [11] – which automatically yields more efficient algorithms
for computing the aforementioned arrays.
Then we have presented extensions of all the results apart from the construction of the
deterministic border and period array to indeterminate strings over a constant-sized alphabet.
We have also argued that, for general alphabets, efficient solutions to any of the considered
problems for indeterminate strings would violate the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis.
This, in particular, justifies the usage of heuristic approaches for these problems. As an open
question we leave the computation of deterministic periods of an indeterminate string over a
constant-sized alphabet in O(n2−) time.
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